
LAKE BARRON CITIZENS ASSOCIATION
ACTION PLAN- REVISED AUGUST 23, 2014

Concerned parties
Boats Members Association Municipality

Limit lake access to owners of property on the lake and owners with deeded access to the lake x x
Create a list with the type of boats on the lake, with an emphasis on boats with ballasts x x

x x
Support the municipal (governmental) initiatives to achieve the above-mentioned goal x x
Ask the municipality to add to all their communications:  We are not in favour of the use of boats with ballasts  x x x
Contact directly the owners of boats with ballasts in order to discuss the impact with them, and in order to abolish these boats on the lake  x
Ensure the continuous availability of informational literature and studies concerning the effects of boats with ballasts, whether positive, neutral or negative x x
Initiate steps with the municipal and other governments in order to better control the boating activities as well as towing activities on the lake  x x
Support the municipal (governmental) initiatives to achieve the above-mentioned goal x x x

x

Lake Access 

Evaluate the methods to better limit/control access to the lake  x x
x x

Work with the municipality/ MRC/government to evaluate the implementation of a boat washing station (there are many lakes)  x x
Evaluate the possibility of creating a new lake access for all members  x x

x x
x x x

x x

Concerned parties
Members Association Municipality

Water Quality Tests

x
Verify water tests done in the last 2 years  x

x x
x x

Obtain from the municipality all water test results for the last 3 years, with zones clearly identified  x
Conduct water tests on beaches during dry periods x
Conduct water tests in the problematic zones during rainy periods x
Obtain funds from the municipality to conduct water tests  x x
Educate members and users in adopting ecological practices to reduce contaminants flowing into the lake  x x x
Cooperate with lake associations and the municipality in order to improve the actions taken to protect the water quality of our lakes x x

x x x

Water Quality - Septic Systems

x x
Obtain from the municipality its written protocol for the measures to be taken for defective septic systems  x x
Ensure that the septic systems are cleaned out and that the municipal bylaws are applied x x
Follow-up on septic system inspections in order to ensure their proper working order  x x
Ensure that the defective septic systems are replaced   x x

x x x
Consider the means and potential resources to encourage the residents to install adequate septic systems for their homes.   x x x
Educate the residents as to the importance of having, maintaining and using correctly an adequate septic system x x x
Own a septic system that meets the requirements x

Use and maintain the septic system adequately (what goes into the septic system as well as the practices for the leaching fields)   x

Erosion

Increase the natural vegetation on your land in order to absorb water runoff and reduce soil erosion   x x
Choose ground-cover vegetation that allows the water to percolate into the soil  x x

x
Identify zones where sedimentation accumulates, caused by erosion x x x
Develop corrective measures to eliminate the sources of erosion x x x

Concerned parties
Members Association Municipality

x x
x x

x

Wetlands

Inventory wetlands on our territory and identify their characteristics  x x x
Identify and advise the municipality and the Association of beaver dams x x

Initiate steps with authorities in order to abolish (i) boats with ballasts  (ii) all other watercrafts having a major negative impact on the lake

Evaluate the posibility of joigning the Coalition Navigation for responsible and sustainable boating 

Establish no parking and towing zones on present and previous Scott Roads and Cambria, and have these zones respected. 

Work with municipality to establish municipal bylaws to limit boat launching, conditions, schedule, penalties / Ayers Cliff  
Develop and follow a protocol for the visual inspection and/or washing of watercrafts for all lake users 
Post at each boat access, a sign indicating the importance of washing watercrafts and  indicating the damages caused to the lake by harmful algae    

Retain our membership with Réseau de surveillance volontaire des lacs (RSVL) and apply their protocols for water testing, and modify them as needed 

Ensure that the recommended water tests are performed, i.e. physico-chemical
Become familiar with and promote Trousse des lacs

Perform water quality tests of our own artesian well and share the results with the Association and the municipality  

10 to15% of septic tanks have deficiencies - Obtain from municipality statistics about the type of letters sent to the lake residents, excluding coordinates 

Consider solutions for small lots where aging septic systems need to be replaced

Maintain all equipment to avoid leakages from oil, gas, etc. and that susceptible to stormwater runoffs to the lake 

Use of Fertilisers and Pesticides  

Make information available to educate the residents on the impact on the health of our lakes by the use of fertilisers and pesticides  
Advise members on the rules presently in effect for fertilisers and pesticides   
Respect municipal bylaws and provincial laws banning the use of fertilisers and pesticides    



Develop tools to educate the residents on wetlands x x
Obtain and communicate laws and rules for the protection of wetlands x x
Apply the same precautions to wetlands as for our lakes  x x x

Educate lake residents on the importance and the role of aquatic plants, as well as their impact on the lake morphology   x x x
Do not pull out aquatic plants, nor clean the lake bottom x

x x x

x x
x x
x x x
x x x

Deforestation of Shores and Lands 

Inform the residents of the bylaws concerning improvements to the shoreline x x
Add vegetation to retaining walls on the shoreline, or, where necessary, undo these walls according to acceptable techniques. x x

x x
x x

Recommend to the municipality the establishment of rules and regulations which would limit the deforestation of a lot for a new construction  x x
x x x

Concerned parties
Members Association Municipality

Quality of Life

Create a Code of Ethics  x
Encourage the abidance to this Code of Ethics x x

Communication and action

Consult members, gather and share information, educate, communicate, take position and actions based on the goals established by the Association x
Installation of an anonymous telephone messaging system allowing information communication while protecting the identity of the caller x

Sources, inspirations and extractions:

Wildlife and Flora (Cyanobacteria, Aquatic Plants and Algae)

Demystify the problem of cyanobacteria and the flowers of cyanobacteria with the residents 

Identify and inventory the indigenous aquatic plant community and invasive species, such as myriophyllum (water milfoil), with the help of Trousse des lacs 
Identify the zones around the lake affected by invasive species such as myriophyllum and follow the plant growth over time 
Inform the residents of the procedure to follow when invasive plants appear, as well as the flowers of cyanobacteria
Advise the municipality and the Association if invasive plants appear, as well as the flowers of cyanobacteria

Assist in the reforestation (i.e. distribute trees, support in the purchasing of indigenous plants, etc.)   
Assist with technical expertise concerning vegetation and reforestation, e.g. architectural plans 

Support the application of the bylaws relating to shoreline protection, recommanding more rigourous measures in cases of major abuse 

Main plans from Lake l'Achigan and Lake Quenouille
Reports and various studies prepared by CRE Laurentides and Bleu Laurentides


